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BEGinner

Fort Canning Excursion
On Friday, March 9th, we went to the famous Fort Canning Park. Here are
some pictures of Beginner class enjoying their day outside.
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BEGinner

Fort Canning Excursion
Following the excursion to Fort Canning, the students made PowerPoint
presentations about their experience, using pictures they took. As they
showed their PPT slides, the other students practised asking questions.

After the excursion, Powerpoint Presentation time!

Mixay did an excellent job presenting!

Chen Ting Ting is a great speaker!

Mitchel talked about a bench.

Elsa is a master presenter!
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Elementary 2
Class 1701

Our excursion on the 26
of January 2017 at Little
India, Indian Heritage
Centre. We had a lot of
fun. We learnt many
things about the Indians
of Singapore. We learnt
about their culture,
their heritage, and their
history. We found the
trip very exciting and
allowed us to learn new
things about the country
we are studying in. This
trip makes me feel very
happy.

Front row, from left: Oh
Won Yul, Natcha Panklom,
Yang Taeyoung, Chanyapak
Khapromma.
Back row, from left: Oh Min
Hee, Shan, Zhang Ailin,
NichchaSomsanor.

Oh Won Yul

The cow is revered by the Hindus.
It is seen as the mother of the
people because it provides them
milk and helps in the ploughing
for their crops.
Oh Won Yul

Before going to Little India, we
experienced some of the Indian culture
in school. Our teachers explained about
Indian food and clothes. Here are some
students dressed in traditional Indian
clothes called the Sari. I think the Sari is
interesting. It is only a piece of cloth that is
about six meters long and goes around the
waist as a long skirt. It also covers the front
of the body and the head.
NATCHA PANKLOM
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Elementary 2
Class 1701

Tattoo is great but I don’t want to have a
tattoo forever, so I think the Henna Tattoo
is fantastic for me. I didn’t know that
the Henna tattoo came from India. I was
surprised.
I wanted a temporary tattoo so my friends
drew a few tattoos on my arm. It was fun
drawing tattoos on each other.
Oh Min Hee

Actually, I was afraid to try new types of foods, but
when we were at the Banana Leaf Restaurant at
Little India, I became curious, so I ate a little. It was
a little spicy for me but I found the food very tasty.
I am glad that our school organised the trip to
Little India. It opened my mind. I am not afraid to
try new things anymore.
Thank you TMC.
Yang Taeyoung

This is Haji Lane on Arab
Street. It is a lane with much
colours and beautiful decor.
Each shop has its own style. I
enjoyed walking through this
lane. There are clothing shops,
souvenir shops, restaurants,
pubs, and cafes.
Chanyapak Khapromma

This corner pub and restaurant
is my favourite. I love the
drawings and colours.
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Elementary 2
My Favourite Person

This
woman
is my
favourite
person.
She is a
Japanese
actress.
She is
wearing
a white shirt with a black tie and a vest.
Her hair is shorter than most women,
but I like it. She is beautiful. In this
picture, she is acting as a waitress in a
café. Her acting is very good and that
is why she is my favourite person.

This is my father.
He works as a
policeman. He is the
best person in the
world for me. Since
I was a child, I have
seen him caring
for his family. He
always tells me all
he wants is to make
his family happy. He
works hard every
day for his family. He
sometimes goes to work at the weekends too,
and he stays at work for very long hours. I miss
him sometimes, but I know his heart is always
with his family.
Nichcha Samsanor

Akchaya Rojanavipart

Post
Malone is
a rapper.
He makes
Trap and
Hip-Hop
music and
can sing
and play
the guitar
very well.
He is world famous. He is handsome and has
short hair but his legs are very long. I like him
because I like his style of clothes. I also like to
listen to his Hip-Hop music. Sometimes, I wish
I could be like him but I know I cannot. I don’t
have the looks and talents.

This is my
favourite
person. He
comes from
Thailand and
he is actually
a girl. Her
name is Eve
and she is my
classmate. I
like to joke
with her a lot.
I like to call
her “ladyboy”
just for fun.
She doesn’t mind. She pretends to be
angry sometimes, but I know she is just
joking too. She also likes to tease me, and
we have a lot of fun teasing each other.
I hope in my next class, we will still be
together. If not, I will really miss her.

Xiao Zhewei, Kevin

Yan Kainuo
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Intermediate 1

Excursion to Little India and Arab Street

Hi Sang,

Dear Por,

I went to Little India for my class excursion.
It was awesome, there were many colourful
buildings and a lot of people. We went to
the Indian Heritage Centre, it shows Indian
history.
We had Indian food for lunch. It was more
delicious than I had thought it would be.

Yesterday I went to Little India and Arab
Street because it was excursion day. I felt very
excited because I had never been to Little
India before. It’s beautiful there, so I took a
lot of pictures. We ate Indian food and after
lunch we went to the Indian Heritage Centre.
I also loved the murals. Next time I will show
you some pictures.

I took some pictures with my friends in Little
India. I would love to go again with you.

Love,
Jay

Bye,
Sui
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Intermediate 1

Excursion to Little India and Arab Street

Dear Mouk,
I had excursion to Little India with my teacher and my
friends. Before that we had some fun activity: we painted
henna on our friends’ hands. I also tried to paint on my
friend’s hand but it wasn’t very nice. After that we walked
to Little India. There are a lot of people and shops. We had
lunch together in an Indian restaurant. It was the first time
that I tried Indian food. After lunch we visited the museum
and learned about history in India. We also went to Arab
Street for shopping. I have some pictures to show you!
Bye,
Kookkik

Hello Jay,

Dear friend,

Yesterday I went to Little India and Arab Street
with my classmates and my teacher.

Today I went to Little India, it is situated near
the city centre. In Little India there are a lot of
beautiful streets. First we went to a restaurant.
We ate some Indian food, it was delicious.

I ate Indian food, it was very nice and I saw
some new vegetables at the market. I like
Indian food because the smell is very nice and
it looks good. We walked along Arab Street;
there are many things to buy there. If you come
to Singapore, I will bring you to these places.

After lunch we went to the Indian Heritage
Centre. There I saw a lot of beautiful and
interesting antique pieces. We learned a lot
about Indian history. I feel humans are very
smart, we can make a lot of beautiful artistic
works. This was my day at Little India.

See you,
Am

Bye,
Brain

Dear H.B.,
Hey H.B., how’s it going? Here it is so hot! I
visited Little India and Arab Street today. I have
visited this place three times, however every
time was new. Especially Arab Street was very
interesting. I ate naan and curry for dinner, it
was delicious. I think naan is similar to pretzels.
In my opinion, Korean style curry is more
delicious than Indian curry. There are a lot of
clothes shops in Haji Lane. I bought a piece of
clothing that I will wear to travel in Thailand.
See you soon, H.B.!
Bye,
Min
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Intermediate 1

Excursion to Fort Canning Park

Dear Kim,
I went to fort Canning Park last Friday with my classmates. I saw
many flowers and trees. I especially remember the big tree which
is called the Rain Tree. I haven’t seen such a tree in Korea.
At the end of the afternoon we played frisbee. The field trip was
good fun.
If you visit Singapore, I suggest that you visit Fort Canning Park.
I would love to see you soon.
Bye,
Joseph

Dear Bpo,

Dear Suga,

Dear Friend,

Our excursion this term
was to Fort Canning Park.
In the park there are many
trees. It’s a big park suitable
for exercising, learning
and having picnics. My
classmates and I walked
around the park. I was very
excited because some trees
are very big, I had never seen
that size of tree. If you come
to Singapore, you should go
to Fort Canning Park.

Last Friday I went to Fort Canning
Park with my classmates and
teacher. I took a lot of photos with
my friends. I like the park so much
and I like the park environment
because I think it’s very beautiful
and the air is very fresh. The only
drawback is that there are many
bugs. The trees in the park are
very high and there are many
kinds of trees. I learned about
some species of trees that I didn’t
know before.

Last Friday my
friends and I took a
lot of pictures at Fort
Canning Park and
played a game. We
also walked around. I
liked the trees because
they are beautiful
and the environment
made me feel relaxed. I
didn’t like the weather
because it was hot and
I was tired.

Love you,
Katkaeo

Bye,
Ellen

Bye,
Afa
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Intermediate 2

Excursion to Little India and Arab Street
INTERMEDIATE 2 joined the other Hawthorn English levels in going to Little India for some cultural
education. The morning was spent on campus for a bit to see students and teachers wearing
some traditional Indian clothes, try some common Indian snacks, and try to draw henna on their
classmates. Below are two students’ responses after their experience.
Grace
(Jung HaEun from Korea):
Today I learned about Indian
culture in Singapore. So I will
introduce that. First, henna is
an Indian traditional tattoo.
It has complex patterns and
it will be erased over time.
Nowadays we can easily do
henna because henna is sold
on the market. Secondly, I
Ilene Weinberger describes how to do henna
learned about food. Today I
ate Indian food. They cook with a lot of spices. My favourite Indian food is
Tandoori chicken. It is a little spicy. The main dish is with curry but it was
a little different from Korean curry, so I didn’t like it. Third, I learned about
clothing. There were many changes in Indian clothes. There are various
styles. For example, one is with long clothes which are wrapped around
the waist and put on the shoulder, and also they wear a lot of colorful
accessories. They wear something on their head and they draw a dot in
the middle of their forehead. I want to go to the Indian Heritage Museum
again. Thank you for reading.

(Left) Maggie [Xie Jiaqi from
China] and (Right) Cherry
[Sun Ke from China] watch
the video about henna)

Cherry (Sun Ke from China):
In Singapore there are a lot of different cultures and different races, but they look like a big family. I want
to recommend you to a place; its name is Little India. When you go there, you can feel a lot of culture and
tradition. When I went to Little India’s museum, it was really nice for me. It taught me a lot also, and how
Little India has developed until now. My favourite thing in Little India was the henna tattoos. It was so
beautiful and we tried to do it on our classmates. It looks easy, but when you use it, you will know that
not everyone can do it well.

Above: Students from INT 2 (Left to right) Cherry [Sun Ke from China], Maggie [Xie Jiaqi from China],
Grace [Jung HaEun from Korea], and Sophia [Kim Myeongjoo from Korea] are ready to eat Indian food.
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Intermediate 2

Excursion to Fort Canning Park

Playing some games before the excursion,
students from INT 2 have survived with their
balloon unpopped for quite some time.

INT 2 students begin their search while at Fort Canning
Park. Pruek (Chawanwit Kuhaphensaeng from Thailand)
and Ma ShiQi (from China), alongside their teacher
Alexander Dibble.

As a school, Hawthorn went with the students to Fort Canning Park for an excursion. Fort Canning Park
is a natural park with ties to Singapore’s history. The students got to learn a bit about the key locations
at Fort Canning Park, but before that they participated in some interactive games to increase school
bonding.
INTERMEDIATE 2 students learned about the Keramut which stores the 5th King of Singapore, heritage
trees that are located in the park, communication devices on the top of the hill, and the Fort Gate with its
secret staircase. After the outing, some students gathered to play Frisbee and relax.
Below is an in class writing from an INTERMEDIATE 2 student; Cui Wei Kang (from China). The goal of the
writing was to write a letter to a friend inviting them somewhere.
Hi Jack,
I want to ask you something to help me. Can you join a party which I have planned for my cousin? His
birthday is coming up and he likes English very much. I want you to give him some help with his English.
It will start tomorrow. I hope you can come.
From,
Cui Wei Kang
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Advanced 1

Assignment (Helping Clara)
The Advanced 1 students were asked to help their friend “Clara” decide
what to do in Singapore:
Dear Clara,
Hi, how has your school
been? I heard that you
will come to Singapore in
February. I have searched
for some nice places
where I want to go with
you, and I could figure an
event out:
It is the Chingay Parade.
This national event
is the largest street
performance and float
parade in Asia. It will be
held on 10th February at
the F1 Pit Building next to the Singapore Flyer. If you want to get there by MRT, it will be better to go to
the station named Promenade. It will be at 8pm, so please don’t be late. You can purchase your ticket to
the parade now; the cost will be $50. When I wanted to buy the ticket the day before the last year event,
it had been sold out. Please hurry up!
If you enjoy this event, you will love Singapore. I’m enclosing pictures of the event, so please check it out.
I’m looking forward seeing you soon in Singapore!
Sincerely,
Emma
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Advanced 1

Assignment (Helping Clara)
Hi, Clara,
Long time no see, how are you?
Do you know that our favorite Japanese singer Rimi
Natsukawa is coming to Singapore for a concert in
April? Unbelievable, right? This is her first concert
in Singapore. In the past, when we were studying
in high school, we always felt her enthusiasm from
the song. What a wonderful memory! We should
certainly go to the concert to see her singing!
Besides, we have not seen for a long time, this will
definitely be a good opportunity to chat out about
each other.
The event will be held at the Star Theater on
Saturday, April 22, 2017 at 8pm.
Can you arrange your time? Tickets for her concerts sell very fast, so if you can arrange the time,
remember to contact me as soon as possible and I will book the tickets. But there are several ticket prices,
and I think they are all acceptable, so you decide.
I certainly expect to go to this concert! Looking forward to your reply!
Irene

Dear Clara,
I’m happy to hear that you will come to Singapore to take your vocation in March. There is an amazing
event coming soon during your holiday. I want to invite you to join this famous activity named Fashion
Steps Out at Orchard with me.
This is a massive fashion parade that brings glamour to the street – literally. What’s more, it’s totally free,
so you just need to take yourself to the show and enjoy it. The opening ceremony is in the evening on
March 25th , several days after you arrive in Singapore.
Kicking off this must-see annual event, Orchard Fashion Runway is held right here on this iconic street.
This is the longest catwalk show you’ll probably get to see, including almost 150 famous models from all
over the world, which is like a fabulous boutique.
As a shopaholic, you need to get your wallet ready, because the clothes and accessories shown on the
runway are available to buy from the stores around you in Orchard Road.
If you would like to join me, can we meet on that day at 5pm at your hotel? Then we can take the MRT to
go the Orchard Station together. There is the advertisement about the show so please kindly check it. If
you still have any questions about this show, please feel free to let me know. Hope to see you soon.
Yours
Cecilia
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Advanced 2

Teaching English at TMC Academy
Any curriculum is the “what” of education – the standard of
academic performance, the books or the rules to follow. But
does it truly represent what our English classrooms are like at
Hawthorn Language School? As English language teachers
living in Singapore we continuously strive to find ways to use our
cultural acumen and professional experience to incorporate an
understanding of culture into our English lesson plans.
As teachers we have lived here and experienced what living in a
multicultural society is like. We are unconsciously exposed to the
different cultures through food, music, art, clothes and traditions.
Some of our students have never travelled or lived out of their
home country and are only accustomed to one culture. Living
in a new country, learning in our diversified classrooms can be overwhelming and shocking for some of
them. Our students share our world. Therefore, we need to teach them ways to navigate the complexities
of living and studying both in and out of the classroom. So, we take it upon ourselves to learn as much as
possible about our students’ backgrounds and experiences. Our knowledge and professional experience
combined with those from our students provide an ideal setting to facilitate a rich, rewarding learning
atmosphere to embrace cultural differences.
At Hawthorn Language School we also provide structured English based clubs and activities so our
students can interact in productive ways and learn about each other. We broaden their understanding
of world culture by exposing and engaging them in authentic settings so they can value everyone’s
differences.
One such activity was our recent excursion to “Little India”. Students were able to participate and
experience another culture through music, dance, dress and food. They posted photographs, discussed
reflections and wrote articles to express what they learnt.
Here are some articles written by the “global citizens” of Advanced 2 class

Barbecue Sunday
What if every Sunday becomes a party day? Over time, we
have lost the tradition of having a Sunday lunch. Why not
find it? Today, most people work and do not see each other
during the week. So dinners are fast and we do not really
have time to spend together. By introducing a weekly
Sunday lunch, families could take more time to talk to each
other, discussing what happened during the week or even
share their problems.
Why a barbecue? It allows each member of the family to participate and contribute something. The barbecue is not a
formal event and it allows for a quick way to get a relaxed atmosphere around the table. According to many studies
sharing family moments in a relaxed atmosphere will help the personal fulfillment of each member.
We think that having Barbecue Sundays will be a great bonding and fun tradition for family and friends.
Emilie (Italy)
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Advanced 2

Teaching English at TMC Academy
Traditional Indian Clothes
On Thursday January 26th the school had an excursion to help us learn about Indian culture. I
chose to write about Indian wear.
During the morning we learnt about some traditional Indian attire thanks to a fashion show
organized by the teachers and my class.
The first piece of clothing was a sari worn by our classmate Eva. A sari is a strip of unsewn
fabric ranging from 4 to 9 meters. It is wrapped around and draped over the body. The sari is
worn with a kind of petticoat underneath and the top is a very short bodice leaving the belly
area bare.
The second outfit was a Ghara Choli worn by Pla. It is a set of three pieces – also a short top that shows the belly and the
back, worn with a long skirt that is embroidered or pleated. To finish the look, a long scarf covers the parts of the bare
body.
Another common traditional outfit is a churidaar kurta and it is the most popular in India because it is very comfortable.
I had the chance to experience what wearing one feels like. It is a long elaborately decorated blouse and a trouser
underneath. A long scarf that drops to the back can be worn with this outfit.
Being very interested in culture, I asked myself if Indian people wore these clothes every day. After doing some research,
I learnt that men don’t wear the traditional clothes except for special events like weddings or religious holidays. And
as for the women it all depends on the region they are from and if they have a western influence. Do people in your
country wear traditional or western style clothes?
(Emilie - France, Evangeline - China, Pla – Thailand)

Hair Festival

GREEN CAP
FESTIVAL

If we had to create a new festival,
we would create Hair Festival.
This will be on January 1st every
year. We would have a Hair Festival
to celebrate the gift of hair from
God. On this day, many people
would change the colour of hair
or choose a different hair style. We also would have a
competition to choose the most attractive hair style and
the winner would get $10,000.
We invented this festival because we thought everyone has
their own idea for a hairstyle. They could change their hair
to what they want to have to make them look fresher and
modern. We also thought this festival would be a symbol of
freedom. Everyone could express their ideas on this festival.
Moreover, everyone would spend time with their families
and share their ideas with each other, and they also would
have a short holiday for three days. This festival would
not be limited to humans; their pets also would change
their fur colour too. Their owner could take some pictures
and post on Facebook or other websites. We thought this
festival would be one of the most astounding festivals in
the world. Wouldn’t you like to be part of this awesome
festival?

We’d like to introduce
our new tradition
called Green Cap
Festival. The date of
festival will be on 22nd
February because this date has the number two
appears three times In our culture, three is the best
number and this date is easy to remember.
For this festival, we will have a party and make green
caps. Green means equality, and everyone hopes for
this. The men will wear colourful suits and slippers
and the women will wear colourful dresses and
shoes.
This festival will have a carnival atmosphere where
people can do crazy things such as putting artwork
on their hands and decorating themselves with
different colors. Children can wear their pyjamas and
dress in costumes too. It will be a very wacky day.
But everyone must wear their green caps. They will
dance and enjoy themselves. It will quickly become
very popular and may even spread to the whole
world.
(Min Hee- South Korea, Jason – China, Kalvin- China)

(Evangeline – China, Saii and Nicky – Thailand
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Advanced 2
History Detectives

Our excursion on Friday March 10th 2017 to Fort
Canning Park, Singapore was designed to help
students understand what the term “cultural
heritage” means. We visited and researched how
buildings, sites, structures, and landscapes were
determined to have historic or cultural significance,
and why they were worthy of preservation.
This national park includes many of the nation’s
important cultural sites and resources. Our tour
included visiting the Spice Gardens, Fort Canning
Arts Centre, The Battle Box, Sally Port, Gothic Gates,
The Cemetery and admiring some of the beautiful Heritage Trees.
Our students also learned how shared ideas, values, and experiences help define a community, and how
the importance of memory and the transmission of these shared values and experiences lends itself to
cultural heritage preservation.

My Impression of Fort Canning Park
For our term excursion, we went to Fort Canning
Park which is located near the Clarke Quay area.
Fort Canning Park is a mountainous park covered
with various green plants and heritage tress. It is
one of Singapore’s many historic sites. Many war
ruins from Singapore’s history have remained here.
We walked through the spice gardens and saw
the different kinds of spices and seasonings used
in the local foods. Along the pathway, we also saw
several red roof pavilions and a cemetery with lot
of soldiers’ tombstones who fought during World
War II.
We mainly visited a few famous tourist attractions,
such as Fort Canning Centre, The Fort Gate, The
Battle Box and Sally Port. Every view point had a
story. I was most impressed in the Fort Canning
Center as it used to be the camps of the British
Army and it is now the home of the Singapore
Dance Theatre. From the outside, this white
house looked beautiful and full of British style
and architecture. The walls and handrails were
elegantly decorated.
Xu Jiayi (Irene, Shanghai)
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Advanced 2

Teaching English at TMC Academy
Fort Canning
The excursion which the school organized last Friday was a trip to
go to Fort Canning Park. The area became known as Central Park in
1972 when the land was previously used by the British armed forces
and was combined with King George V Park. The park was then
renamed Fort Canning Park on 1 November 1981 by Lee Kuan Yew,
and converted into an historical park.
I think this location is famous and beautiful in Singapore. It is also a
popular venue for music shows and concerts and a place where you
can understand Singapore’s history.
Shen Kanwen (Kalvin, Shanghai)

I was so happy to go to the park, and I took a lot of
photos with my classmates. This was my first time
at this park. It was so nice and there were so many
great colorful trees and plants.
The Fort Canning Centre used to be the barracks of
the British Army. The British army chose Fort Canning
as its headquarter during World War 2. The building
was saved because it helps us understand what
happened during that time. It is important for us to
learn about Singapore’s history.
The centre is now home to Singapore’s Dance Theatre. I liked it there so much. Thanks
for choosing this great place for us.
Sun Ke (Cherry, Henan, China)

This was my first time in Singapore and I also have never been to the
park named Fort Canning Park. I was really very tired as we walked
for a long time. However, I was very happy and I took many photos
with my classmates. In addition I knew more history and culture
about Singapore by visiting this historic site. Although it doesn’t
have a long history like China, it has many interesting monuments
such as the 9-Pound Cannon and Fort Canning Lighthouse.
The Fort Canning Light house is named so because the light is
located on top of the hill. It was formerly one of the 13 most
important lighthouses in the Straits of Malacca. Located nearby the
flagstaff and the Time Ball, the three navigation structures played an
important role during the early history of Singapore.
Kuai Yueyun (Dalian, China)
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Advanced 2

Teaching English at TMC Academy

Last Friday, I went to Fort Canning Park for our
excursion. This park is a historic site in Singapore.
I really enjoyed this trip with my classmates. We
took a lot of photos. Being together and doing fun
activities made us so happy for the whole day.
Fort Canning contains precious memorials of
Singapore’s early history dating back to the
14th century and Sir Stamford Raffles’ ‘personal
bungalow’.
I want to tell you about The Fort Gate which made
an unforgettable impression on me. The Fort Gate, a
remnant of the fortress that was built in the 1860s, is a reminder of Singapore’s colonial past.
The Gate, the adjoining wall and the Sally Port are all that remains of the fortress which
occupied this hill from 1861 to 1926. Later it was demolished to make way for a reservoir. The
Gate has a massive wooden door and a narrow stairway leading to the roof.
We took lots of pictures behind this gate. We had such a wonderful day. It was one of the best
days that I have ever spent on my Fridays. Hopefully our next excursion will come soon.

The Battle Box was built for the British Military
operations in the Far East during World War 2. The
British made the momentous decision to surrender
Singapore to the Japanese on 15 February 1942 in
the Battle Box. The end of the British rule started the
darkest period in Singapore’s history.
The Battle Box was constructed as an emergency
bunker for the Combined Operations Headquarters.
Tunnels were secretly built under Fort Canning
between 1936 - 1938 by the British with 30 rooms
designed to house the nerve centre of military
planning operations.
Its shape looks like a closed box with just a small amount of light to penetrate through the
door and it is completely separate with the outside world. It still exists today to tell us what
history we need to understand.
At first sight of the Battle Box online, honestly I felt it was a large box. But when I saw the real
site I thought it was too small for its purpose.
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Academic English

Review of a restaurant Apollo Banana Leaf - By Park Yuyeong (Juliet)
I went to a restaurant last week with my classmates.
It is located in Little India, behind the Verge
shopping centre. It is a local Indian restaurant called
‘Apollo Banana Leaf’. I thought that the restaurant
has quite nice and tasty food.
First, we ordered Tandoori chicken which is a
traditional Indian chicken dish, two kinds of curries
with chicken, some rice and a dessert. The food was
of completely local Indian flavor and it was very nice,
especially the Tandoori chicken. The other dishes
were also palatable to me; on the other hand, the
dessert, which looked like a small-ball donut with
sweet liquid at the bottom was too sweet for me. All the food was delicious except the dessert.
Second, the atmosphere of the restaurant was interesting. It is arranged and designed in the way of a
traditional Indian restaurant. When you enter the restaurant, you can see the Indian altar in front of the
seats. In addition, they serve food in a local Indian style, offering it on a banana leaf instead of plates. One
can feel the mood of the traditional Indian restaurant.
One of the interesting things was the open kitchen. We are able to watch how they cook the local Indian
food and we could learn the cooking process at the same time.
In my view, ‘Apollo Banana Leaf’ is A fantastic restaurant. If you want to try the local Indian food IN
SINGAPORE and ARE curious about how they cook the food, I absolutely recommend this restaurant.

Academic English 1701: (from the left) Du Lingyun a.k.a.
Dora, Gan Yao a.k.a. Vinny, May Myat Noe Khin a.ka.
May, Park Yuyeong a.k.a. Juliet, Qi Xiaoxu a.k.a. Eva

The posters for the Pongal festival as envisioned
by the Academic English students. The class
excursion to Little India was during the festival so
one of the students’ assignments was to create a
poster for the said festival.
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Academic English
Presentations (BitCoin)
What is Bitcoin?
Bitcoin is just a digital file that lists accounts and money like a ledger.
People exchange money by exchanging this file.
These numbers don’t represent anything in the physical world; the numbers only have value because we
believe they have value; just like any other currency.

WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE between
normal currencies and Bitcoin?
Bitcoin can be used to buy things electronically.
In this case, it’s like conventional dollars, euros, or
other currencies, which are also traded digitally.
However, Bitcoin is decentralized. No single
institution controls the bitcoin network.

Is Bitcoin legal?
It depends on financial regulations and
authorities of a given country.
Currently, Iceland, Bolivia, Ecuador, Kyrgyzstan
and Vietnam are the only countries that seem to
have some level of bitcoin ban in place.

How can I get Bitcoins?
This easiest way is buying them online.
Open account with Bitcoin exchange; fund your
account; place an order; order executes; that’s it.
But there’s another way; you can get Bitcoins by
mining them; like gold, Bitcoins can be mined.
(from the left) Saii a.k.a Oraya Thongkham (Thailand),
Emilie a.k.a Emilie Marie Nougarou (France), Pla a.k.a.
Phatcharaporn Meteesutthipong (Thailand), Andrew
(teacher), Jason a.ka. Liu Chenlibing (China), Nicki a.k.a.
Wisatchanam Niti (Thailand)

Text and slide image by
Niti Wisatchanam (Nicky), Thailand

Nicky presenting about BitCoin
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Hawthorn Clubs

The idea behind the clubs is to allow students to practice their English
while doing something easy and enjoyable. Students are able to practice
speaking and listening skills, and expand their vocabulary a bit without the
need to sit at their desk in the classroom.
We have five clubs for students to choose from – Photography Club,
Speaking Club, Art Club, Movie Club and Music Club.

ArtClub

Speaking
Club

Music
Club
Photography
Club

Movie
Club

In this issue of Hawthorn NOW magazine, we are going to showcase the Photography Club.
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Hawthorn Clubs
Photography Club

During the Photography Club students practice their English by describing pictures they took during the
session, and are guided to expand their vocabulary through the words on worksheets or requested by
a teacher. The visual links to new words, and/or their descriptions, should help students connect words
with their meanings and facilitate a better future recall.
When describing their newly taken pictures, the lower-level students are expected to use the (new)
words in simple sentences and descriptions. The higher-level students should use the words in sentences
with appropriate grammar structure. The approach should help students to become familiar with new
words and improve their speaking competence along the way.”

Portraits and Self-portraits for fun

Emotions in pictures – shock and anger; self-portraits

Nichcha self-portrait

Ma Shiqi - portrait
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